
 

Tournament Jump Screen 
 
 

The Tournament Jump Screen has the following information 

 

 
 

Name Description 

4 Segment Jump 
Times (Not shown) 

4 times are displayed: 52meter segment time, 30meter segment time, 82meter 
segment time (52m time + 30m time) and 41meter segment time. 

Deviation Time This is the amount of deviation from the actual time. If the number 
time is faster than actual this number will be highlighted, if it is slower 
than actual the number is as show above. 

Boat Speed Tournament speed selected for the boat to travel. 
Official Tournament 
Set Speed 

An asterisk shows that the speed is an official Tournament speed. 
NOTE: Available for Slalom and Jump events only. On a Tournament screen, 
the set speed is always an official speed unless it has been modified to some 
intermediate value on a Recreational screen. 

Page Icon Highlight this icon using the SELECT button, then use the UP or 
DOWN buttons to scroll through the Tournament, Timing, and General 
Screens. 

MPH or KPH Shows either MPH or KPH. 
Boat Strength 
Number 

This number either increases or decreases the intensity of the “bump” 
value upon jump switch engagement depending on how strong or 
weak the boat is. The number on the left side of the “:” is for the first segment in 
the jump and the number on the right side of the “:” is for the second segment 
of the jump. For a weak boat you want to raise this number to help you achieve 
a balanced time, and for a stronger boat you use a lower number. Contact the 
boat manufacturer to recommend the boat strength number that is best for your 
boat. 

Jump Letter This letter is used to give the boat a “bump” in speed upon switch 
engagement and has a target speed depression for the more 



 

 aggressive jumper. Letter A will run at a constant speed and will have 
no reaction to the switch engagement. The higher the letter the more 
the baseline will depreciate until reaching a maximum amount, and will 
call for more boat speed sooner at switch engagement. 

RTB Setting This is the RTB setting which is used for a beginner or more novice jumper that 
wants the boat to slow down more in the 3rd course segment to help make 
riding out the jumps easier.  To reach the RTB alphabet, simply highlight the 
jump letter and use the UP or DOWN buttons to cycle through the letter chart 
until you see the letters “RTB” above the desired letter. 

Boat Speed 2nd
 

Segment to 3rd
 

Segment 

This is the speed that the boat is traveling as it passes through the MT gates. 

Mode / Course 
Selection 

This is used to scroll through the Jump, Slalom, and Trick modes. When a course 
has been mapped the course name will show here. To scroll from Jump to 
another event screen simply highlight this area and use the DOWN arrow to 
scroll to the desired event. 

On / Off Switch If highlighted, and you press the MENU ON/OFF button. The system will turn on 
and off. 

 

Abort Key 
 

 
If at any time you would like to cancel or abort the jump program after it has recognized 
and entered a jump course, press the UP button to cancel the jump course initiation. 
The driver can press the UP button and the skier will only get counter cut gas rather 
than to the ramp gas. 

 
Set Boat Speed 

 

 
1. From the Tournament screen, TAP SELECT button to highlight the Set Speed. The Set 
Speed is highlighted. 
2. To change the speed, 

 
TAP UP button to increase the speed 

TAP DOWN button to decrease the speed 
 

Jump Event Tournament 
Speeds (MPH) 

Jump Event Tournament 
Speeds (KM/H) 

24.2 31.7 38.9 51.0 
26.1 33.6 42.0 54.1 

28.0 35.4 45.1 57.0 
29.8  47.9  

 

 
 

Zero Off scrolls through the available tournament set speeds. 



Select a Jump Letter 
 

A Skier Pull Type is the level of “pull” felt by the skier as the boat adjusts to 
maintain the set speed. 

 
1. From the Tournament Jump screen, TAP SELECT to highlight the Jump 
Letter. 
2. TAP UP or DOWN buttons to cycle through the letter chart until you 
see the desired letter. 

 
See the Set, Jump Letter Select section for more information about the 
Jump Letter. RTB is used for a beginner or more novice jumper that wants 

the boat to slow down more in the 3rd  course segment to help make 
riding out the jumps easier. 

 
View Timing Recap Screen 

 

 
After you have driven the course, you can view the Timing Recap screen. The 
Timing 
Recap screen tracks the time the boat drove past the start and end buoys. 

 
1. From the Tournament screen, TAP SELECT button to highlight the Page 
Icon . 
2. TAP UP button and scroll to the Timing Recap screen.  The Timing 
Recap screen for Jump is displayed. 

 

 
 
NOTE: The time at the bottom of the Latest column automatically moves over to the Historical Last 

column (column on the right) when the Latest column is full and another time is captured. 


